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trends were nothing new Co most North Oakotans: a declining and aging rural

population; outmigration; declining employment growth; a boom-and-bust economy
dependent upon agriculture and energy; dependence on federal subsidies to agriculture
and defense.

Studies commissioned by the Vision 2000 committee found that North Dakotans

generally agreed that the economy was headed in the wrong direction, and felt the
solutions for turning it around were beyond their control (NO 2000 Committee. 1989;

Lyman et al.. 1989) . They view the state as "just hanging on' and of having an economy
that will never be anything but boom or bust. These studies concluded that one of the
state's biggest obstacles for turning around the economy was North Dakotan's negative,
self-defeating attitudes about their economy. Most do not view their state as an
entrepreneurial state. This negative mindset and accompanying poor self-image was seen
as a major detriment to competition in the global economy.

The question which the vision 2000 wtitots did not sddtess is whether this
negative mindset I. the result o£ faulty attitude, et it it is a teallstlo response to

an objective condition - that of the insecurity essociated with internal oelonial

status.

Faulty Attitudes

• The Vision 2000'3 attribution of the causes of North Dakota's lack of economic

progress is reminiscent of social psychological theories of modernisation, now largely
discredited, that prevailed in the 1960's. For social psychological theorists, the
desire to achieve was seen as the crucial or determinant factor of development. For
example. HcClelland J1961) and Hagen (1962) claimed that the level of achievement in a

society was expressed in terms of the level of innovation and entrepreneurship. In

traditional cultures, both are at a very low level. Economic constraints or
limitations could be overcome if Individual entrepreneurs had a sufficiently high

motivation to do well.
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Mecropolican areas encourage the development of a monoeconomy in the satellite
rural areas. These areas dominate the internal relations in rural areas while draining

off any and all profit generated in the production process. Draining away this profit
from rural to mecropolican areas leads to greater economic develop in the later While
leaving the satellite rural area in a perpetual state of underdevelopment.

Historically, North Dakota has played the role of an internal Colony to Che
commercial center of Minneapolis "Wheat produced the wealth of North Dakota and Che
Twin Cities, Che chief market for that product, were inevitably the political and
economic nerve center of the state - the headquS of its railroads grain elevators,

and banks, as well as the residence of its most influential political leader*
(Robinson, 1966:21"7} North Dakota's economic activity primarily consists of Producing
the caw materials for others to refine. Unfortunately Outside forces determine the
price for these products to the disadvantage of the North Dakota producer
The state's foremost historian, El'Robinson (1966) asked how these Conditions

of existence have influenced North Dakotans' character. Among the Conditions of
existence Which have influenced the character of North Dakotan's he identifies cycles
of emotionalism experienced as cycles of elation and depression associated with the
boom - and- bust nature of existence on the Great Plains, while the cycles of elation

and depression were periodic, he Identifies other more persistent emotions of which
the predominant were feelings of inferiority and dependence Robinson identified these
feelings of inferiority and dependence as being "solidly based Upon North Dakota's
status as a rural, sparsely settled semiarid plains and prairie state, a colonial
hinterland exploited by and dependent upon Outside centers of trade, manufacturing,
and culture" (1966: 552).
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Analysis

Multiple classification analysis, a fom of analysis of variance, was used to
test for significant differences by residence and geographic area. Multiple
classification analysis produces a grand mean of a continuous or interval level

dependent variable or variable which assumes an underlying scale and a table of
category means for each factor expressed as deviations from the grand mean. The
category means expressed as deviations convey the magnitude of the effect of each
category within a factor (Andrews et al., 1973).

The data was analysed for significant differences by residence and by

geographic region. For residence, respondents were separated into their respective
samples - farm operators and small town residents. For geographic region. Wills'
(1972: 116) determination of the three major physical areas of the state was used.
These areas are the Red River Valley, the Drift Prairie, and the Missouri Plateau.
Robinson (1966:558-559) noted that Che values and politics of the people of North

Dalcota vary by their geographic region. This assumption is also part of North Da)cota's
conventional political wisdom. Implicit in his observation is an ecological or

geographical hypothesis: that the natural environment influences a people's behavior,
values, and politics. Research in the upper Great Plains (Lundberg, 1927; Lipset.
1950) and the Midwest (Stofferahn and Korsching', 1986) has supported this hypothesis.
Negative Mindset?

Data from the poll supports the existence of a negative mindset but attributes
the cause not to individuals' attitudes but to the locus of decision malcing. A

majority (56 percent) of the respondents to the poll do not believe Chat they can
change the economy because economic decisions chat affect them are beyond their
control. Other data from the poll suggest this belief is rooted in rural North
Dakocans' historic distrust of out-of-stace corporations: majorities believed that
out-of-state corporations benefit owners at the
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whose foctanes are decermined by corporate and governmental decisions beyond rts
control, in this case, their "negative mindset" may reflect their relative insecurity

to fluctuations in income and their exploitation by political and social systems that
make their existence so precarious. This negative mindset may be a reflection of their
attempt to establish some continuity and order in these precarious circumstances.
Rural North Dakotans' self defeating attitudes about their economy may be an accurate
assessment of their ability as individual entrepreneurs to compete in an economy where
so many factors that condition their success are beyond their control.
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